Sub: Construction Management System: Circular-89

Secretary to Hon’ble Chief Minister had visited Baran District recently. During his visit, it was found that rising main of 600 mm dia DI pipeline crossing through one local rain water Nallah, which was commissioned in October, 2012 and handed over to PHED in September, 2014. It was observed that while handing /taking over of the asset, lapses took place which could not be addressed because independent/ third party inspection/ verification mechanism was not in place before handing / taking over of assets.

It is, therefore, decided to adhere to following guidelines in addition to exit protocol (issued vide no. F3 (106) (32)/RUSDIP/PMU/CMS/2007/3203 Dated: 02.06.2014) before handing over of the assets to concerned line agency:-

1. PIU/ DSC thoroughly examine the assets created as per design/ drawing and technical specifications as per contract agreement and recommend to IPMC for handing over.
2. IPMC has necessarily to conduct site visit, examine the assets in totality with respect to quality and technical specification in conformity with contract agreement and thereupon submit an elaborate finding on whether said asset is justifiably mature to be handed over to line agency.
3. The videography should be conducted of each component of assets during IPMC site visit.
4. IPMC shall submit its report to PMU for final approval. A committee consisting of following members shall examine and approve for handing over of assets.
   i. Superintending Engineer, PMU (concerned sector in-charge)
   ii. Superintending Engineer, Concerned Zone
   iii. Team Leader, IPMC

All the members of PMU, PIIU, IPMC and DSC should strictly abide by this circular.

F3 (106) (32)/RUSDIP/PMU/CMS/2007/16402 Dated: 3.03.2015

Copy to following for information and necessary action:
1. SA to Hon’ble minister, UDH & LGSD.
2. PS to Principal Secretary, LSGD
3. PS to Secretary to CM(I)
4. PA to PD, RUIDP, Jaipur
5. Addl. PD / FA/ ACE(T)/ Dy. PD (Adm.)/ SE-I/ II / III/ IV, SE (Zones), RUIDP, Jaipur/
   Kota/ Jodhpur, PO (all)/ Sr. AO / All APOs / AAO/ PA to PD PMU, RUIDP, Jaipur.
6. Executive Engineer RUIDP Phase II, III & UIDSSMT
7. Team Leader IPMC, DSC-I, Jaipur, DSC-II, Jodhpur, DSC-III, Kota, RUSDIP.
8. ACP, RUIDP, Jaipur to send by e-mail and put up the Guidelines on the website.